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About This Game

Enjoy all the fantastic aspects of the multi awarded Wildlife Park 2 with a focus on horses and action adventure gameplay.
Based on the game Wildlife Park 2, Horses focuses on friends and fans of horses and their keeping. Besides the farm

management, the player also participates instunning action adventures where special quests, are waiting to be solved on the back
of your horses!

"Horses" offers you:
• 12 Misssions

• 16 breeds of horses: andalusian, appaloosa, arabian, sdartmoor, ohippus, exmoor, fjord, friesian, hannoverian, holstein,
icelander, knabstrup, percheron, przewalski, quarterhorse, yorkshire with different fur-colors

Horse specific buildoptions, such like:
• 30 animaldevices

• 8 service-buildings
• 10 decorations
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• 3 fences

• Including Wildlife Park 2`s comprehensive sandboxmode with a bunch of decorations, plants, service-items, pen-
items, terraforming, ways, grounds, fences, etc.
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Title: Wildlife Park 2 - Horses
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
b-alive gmbh
Publisher:
b-alive gmbh
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2007

 a09c17d780 

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Polish,Russian
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I don't really like MOBAs or multiplayer games in general, but this is actually fun. A little less so if you suck at the game and
run out of oxygen every 5 minutes like yours truly, but hey, still fun.. Excellent quality for the price. Absolutley brutal and
sustained combat in this dlc. Still have not finished the first turn of the 23 turn campaign and have put in like 15 hours already.
The fortifications west of novo alexandrovkiy with the barbed wire, the pre existing trenches with supporting fields of fire, the
concrete pillboxes are great fun and the addition of panzernests adds some new spice for infantry. Hope to see more
fortifications and earthworks in the future. Amazing job as usual by Graviteam.. If you have a VR helmet, Rift or Vive, and at
least 2 other people around you, go for this game !
It is a real blast, quick sessions, differents rules, everybody have fun.
Strategy and luck both play roles, so there is a bit for everyone :)

Only downside is that night sessions are random and a bit scary for children, otherwise it is an excellent family game.
And I repeat, it is great if you are 3 or 4 players total : 2 is possible but not so fun !

(I am playing with the Rift, switching between adults and children is doable quickly if you keep tight the top strap to the max,
and only change side straps length.). Charming little game, with a relaxing concept. I loved hanging with my new friends in my
monster garden. No spoil for the end, but it is the best way to finish the game.. doesn't have much to offer but it's entertaining.
Where The Rainbow Ends
In my dream I was in a valley
By waters clear as ice
Trees and mountains that surround me
Nothing so beautiful have I ever seen
Can a place like this these days still exist?
A place people haven't destroyed yet
There's no pollution, just fresh air
There are no men who wouldn't care
This is the paradise where I want to stay
Where no one else can find a way

Where the Rainbow Ends
There I go, there I mend
There's the land of the free
There's the place where I want to be
There I go - Where the Rainbow Ends

Mystery of this place keeps fascinating me
It preoccupies my mind, time after time
When I look at the sky and I see birds fly
It's a play at my theatre
Into this dreamland I always come back
Where my life goes on in the same, safe track
Take my hand and come with me
I'll show you the place you've never been
This is the paradise where I want to stay
Where no one else can find the way

Where the Rainbow Ends
There I go, there I mend
There's the land of the free
There's the place where I want to be
There I go - Where the Rainbow Ends
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I will start by saying that I do not know when I grew so old. Better said, I reckon time is defined by some sort of sarcasm that I
do not always understand. Although I cannot always tell when it flies by me with increasing speed, I do observe that my own
tolerance for crap has been drastically falling. Especially for video games, one of the primary hobbies that I still keep.

What happened to this medium of art, one cannot tell. In a mass of unrecognizable products, with too little uniqueness to show
for themselves, the consumer ends being tormented by mediocrity to a point where one prefers to reorient oneself to other
means of entertainment.

From time to time, especially now that technology has allowed for the expression of unknown talent to wider markets, you
stumble upon little gems that remind one why so much energy had been invested in pixels swirling behind a piece of glass or
plastic.

Azuran Tales, although not without its own faults, minuscule in comparison with much grander titles that I have played this year,
makes my heart warm at the sight of a long-passed childhood enjoyed in the company of titles that constantly stared at me with
unflinching conviction that one must first suffer before enjoying the fleeting senses of happiness.

It is an unforgiving title that will treat you well if one just invests enough for it to consider you worthy.

Another great opportunity to support inventive and talented developers that still want games to be what they once were: the
opportunity to explore the need for self-improvement.

I do recommend it, and I hope that you will enjoy this as much as your time allows.. Well, it's same tracks as in-game and I
usually don't recommend OST DLCs that have it same. And here are fairly unmemoriable songs, sorta something nice for
background, samey, eh.. I was debating for some time on either getting it or not. The dev did confirmed they have never said
that their dlc's were all going to be free, I was still unsure to get this one remembering that the last ''dlc'' , the snow themed one,
was free. I'm not going to ask for free stuff, I do know how much work there is in the making of all this content and to give it
away for free do not result in more sale of a game nowadays. To some degree I see the potential of given away freebies but I
have to agree, anyone who creates, be it an artist, a musician, whoever that creates can-have to ask for a price for their work.

I did overly enjoy Hidden Folks, I was glad when they gave away the snow theme dlc for free. I guess it's the least I can do to
give my appreciation of their work, to encourage them to keep up and share their creation, and so I bought this dlc.

So what about the content itself of this dlc? well, it did last me just over an hour long. Although it made me laugh and smile all
along. The art and the interactions,... it's just a ton of really silly things, just more of the same, just what you would expect of
Hidden Folks anyway!
Verdict: Even if it cost me $2,70-something for bit more than an hour, I enjoyed it just the same way I enjoyed the first time I
played the game, and to me this is a win.. A very addictive game, especially when playing in the local co-op mode. It can be
difficult at start, but do not worry, later it's the same. Excellently matched sounds imitating the sounds of boars will let you feel
like a real boar. An unforgettable feeling... Each player will find something for himself - dynamics, strategy, cooperation,
survival, trees, clouds, water...
I definitely recommend it.. In my opinion, simply the best online game you could play.

Lots of content.
Lots of classes.
Very nice community.. Meow mew mew mew meow!

Meow meow meow!

Mew mew mew MEW!

Meow mew meow mew meow mew!

Mew Mew 10\/10!. I love this game. The visuals were what engrossed me at first, but it asks a lot from it's players if you're
wanting clarity on it's deeply metaphorical and lore-rich story. The settings are incredible and highly detailed. Gun-play is fluid;
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the weaponry is awesome. There are 8 different vigors that can be upgraded and could prove useful in many situations
throughout. It's one of those few games for me that doesn't age, and will feel like a new game with each play. This is easily the
most prolific of the series.

10\/10
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